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Acquiring MBA Has Special  
Meaning for Beef Producers 
 
 Getting your MBA has special meaning for beef producers, who are scooping up the designation in record 

numbers. In March the Masters of Beef Advocacy (MBA) program reached 10,000 graduates, each of whom is now 

equipped to engage in conversations with consumers, both online and in person, on numerous beef and agriculture 

topics. 

 Started in March 2009, the online MBA program graduates include beef and dairy producers – along with chefs, 

teachers, doctors, dietitians and others in the beef community – who are leading the way in advocating for the beef 

industry and for agriculture. Graduates of the program must pass an online course, which prepares them for various 

engagement opportunities. To accompany updated MBA courses, the program has an interactive “Mobile Conversation 

Guide” app for iPhone and Android, which gives program graduates access to information at their fingertips. 

 Today there is also a “Top of the Class” program, which is a next-level training program for advocates wanting to 

strengthen their advocacy skills. MBA Top of the Class graduates are regularly tapped for national media interviews, 

speaking engagements and other advocacy opportunities. 

 Over the past few years MBA graduates have had a chance to use their skills in a variety of ways, ranging from 

providing a rancher’s perspective for a media interview to promoting one of the numerous information campaigns 

developed by MBA program staff. For instance, graduates shared resources and information regarding a Veterinary Feed 

Directive to provide clarity to the issue for inquiring consumers, who knew little about the issue but who had heard 

about it through the general media. 

 If you are a beef community member who wants to complete the MBA program, you can enroll online at 

www.beef.org/MBA. MBA graduates who wish to take their advocacy level can apply to the Top of the Class program by 

contacting Brandi Buzzard Frobose at bfrobose@beef.org. 
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